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Harlem, USA, the birthplace of black culture, is and will always be known for 
its many creative innovators.  Despite the cacophony of distractions that 
exists in the urban jungle, there is a healing power and beauty that arises 
from the asphalt concrete. Located in the toughest parts of New York City, 
Harlem born artists have been transforming life as we know it, whether it be 
in the form of word, art or sound.  
 
The global Mecca of Harlem bears witness once again to the phoenix that 
rises from the ashes.  
 
This time, in the gift of sound, comes none other than DJ Nadeeah Eshe. 
While listeners worldwide may call her a house music DJ, those who are 
true appreciators of music and sound know that within her mixes you can 
hear the influence of world beat, tribal harmonies and soulful house. Heavily 
influenced by the music of The Harlem Renaissance, Nadeeah Eshe 
provides a vibe that creates a musical journey reminiscent of listening to 
Charles Mingus or Dizzie Gillespie.  
 
It is a creative presence, found only within a true musical experience that 
Nadeeah Eshe is committed to. For her, DJ’in is not just about picking the 
next record. It’s about incorporating a feeling that touches both the heart 
and the soul. It’s about being the conductor on a musical train that will take 
you on a journey that begins within your ears. This journey has been the 
source of all that she is and will ever be. Her memories of this journey go 
back as far as listening to her father play jazz and her brother E-man spin 
early hip-hop records.  
 
Yet it was growing up to the sound of disco, hip-hop beats and jazz that 
gave DJ Nadeeah Eshe an appreciation for not just rhythm but pulse.  
 
It’s this pulse, this life affirming vibration that Nadeeah Eshe brings to every 
set. Whether spinning live or creating a mix cd, Nadeeah Eshe is a priestess 
her mystical healing potions. Like an herbalist, she chooses the finest and 
latest bangers, sifts it through her strainer and lets it seep your system. 
Sometimes her medicine is an original production or a remix, sometimes 
she lets it brew then lets the pulse “do what it do” in its original form.  
 
Like any good medicine, sometimes it’s sweet, but sometimes it’s strong 
and hard to swallow. Nadeeah Eshe shares “I’ve actually had people cry 
while dancing.” And while she has compassion for her listeners, she says, 
“I’ll never just play music cause it’s popular. My music and my DJ’in is 
about truth…and when you are truly out to heal through music, the truth 
may come across a little sad, strong or bitter, but damn it sounds so good 
when it hits you.”  
 
And like any true sorceress of sound, Nadeeah Eshe’s musical voodoo will 
heal all that ails you--- and give it to you--- exactly like you need it!  
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BOOKINGS: 917.514.1767 | NADEEAH ESHE@YAHOO.COM  
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RECENT EVENTS 
  
LOCATIONS 
PLAYED:  
 
New York City 
New Jersey 
California: 
Los Angeles, San 
Francisco  
Chicago 
Canada: 
Toronto 
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